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Terrestrial planetary surfaces beyond Earth’s are noticeably impacted by12

surface hydrology: Mars and Titan both exhibit widespread fluvial and lacus-13

trine features. Surface hydrology components essential to Earth’s hydrologic14

cycle—including surface and subsurface flow, infiltration, and evaporation from15

soil—may therefore be similarly influential on other planetary bodies. Titan in16

particular harbors a rich hydroclimate comparable to Earth’s, replete with val-17

ley networks, lakes, seas, and putative wetlands, all of which are pronounced in18

the lower elevation polar regions. However, understanding of Titan’s global cli-19

mate has heretofore largely neglected basic representations of surface hydrology,20

and therefore neglected the hydraulic influence of Titan’s large-scale topogra-21

phy. Here we add a surface hydrology model to an existing Titan atmospheric22

model, and find that infiltration, groundmethane evaporation, and surface and23

subsurface flow are fundamental to simultaneously reproducing Titan’s observed24

surface liquid distribution and other aspects of its climate system. We propose25

that Titan’s climate features infiltration into unsaturated low- and mid-latitude26

highlands and surface or subsurface flow into high-latitude basins, producing27

the observed polar moist climes and equatorial deserts. This result implies a po-28

tentially massive unobserved methane reservoir participates in Titan’s methane29

cycle. It also illustrates the importance of parameterizing surface hydrology in30

Titan climate models, and by extension suggests the influence of surface hydrol-31

ogy in idealized models of other planetary climates, including the climates and32

paleoclimates of Earth, Mars, and exoplanets.33

Titan’s hydroclimate appears especially driven by large-scale topography, given the coin-34

cidence of active drainage1–3, erosional modification4,5, saturated sediments6, and seemingly35

stable lacustrine features7–9 in the low-lying polar regions. Polar lakes and seas have been36

interpreted as surface expressions of a continuous, connected “methane table” intersecting37

with the surface10. Persistent solstitial cloud activity11 and substantial near-surface humid-38

ity levels12,13 concentrated at the poles further indicate a broadly dichotomous world with39

two climate zones, namely the dry low-latitude highlands and moist polar lowlands14. Yet40

no Titan GCM to date has employed a surface hydrology scheme that accounts for Titan’s41
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large-scale topographic structure, and previous models have failed to reproduce both the42

observed surface liquid distribution and features of the climate (like the frequency of clouds43

and distribution of surface temperatures) simultaneously, thus leaving open the question of44

what processes ultimately control the location of Titan’s lakes and seas, and how these a↵ect45

the global climate. The current model configuration most consistent with cloud observations46

forces a climate dichotomy by imposing low-latitude infiltration and inexhaustible high-47

latitude surface methane reservoirs14,15, illustrating the need for a global surface hydrology48

model coupled to the atmosphere.49

A vast collection of observations bespeaks a surface on Titan as hydrologically rich50

and complex as its atmosphere. Extensive evidence for erosion and sediment transport51

from fluid runo↵ following precipitation events16–20 indicates the widespread presence of52

overland flow. At the same time, putative shoreline changes and surface alterations21–23,53

geomorphological mapping indicating local hydraulic connectivity6,10,24, weather patterns25,54

and low-level humidity measurements implying methane reservoirs in excess of observed55

surface liquids13 all indicate the presence of subsurface methane in communication with the56

global climate system.57

In this study, we present a comprehensive surface hydrology scheme that includes sim-58

ple and modular parameterizations of overland surface flow, infiltration, subsurface flow, and59

groundmethane evaporation (Fig. 1a shows a schematic of the model processes), and incor-60

porate it into an existing GCM, the Titan Atmospheric Model (TAM)26. For the first time,61

this fully coupled three-dimensional atmosphere and land climate model allows methane to62

distribute itself within the climate system self-consistently (see Methods for model details).63

Recent GCMs have begun to consider hydrology schemes for Titan15,26–29, but ignoring key64

features like the hydraulic influence of topography. Likewise, more comprehensive land hy-65

drology modeling has been applied to Titan’s north polar region30, but externally driven by66

fluxes from an uncoupled GCM. Critically, no previous model has considered the two-way67

coupling between realistic land hydrology—including transport of liquids—and the atmo-68

sphere. Implementing physically self-consistent hydrology leads our model to, for the first69

time, reproduce Titan’s observed regional surface liquids at the same time as observed cloud70
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Figure 1: Surface hydrology model and topography map. a) Schematic of the surface hydrology components and pro-

cesses incorporated in our climate model. A representative longitude slice is shown, with unsaturated low-latitude highlands and

saturated high-latitude lowlands. Light grey represents unsaturated subsurface, grey represents methane table, and dark grey

represents impermeable basement; dark blue represents surface liquid. Transport processes include groundmethane evaporation

(GME), infiltration (I), horizontal subsurface flow of the methane table (Rs) and its special case of seepage onto the surface

(S), precipitation (P ), surface runo↵ (R), and evaporation (E), all in units of length per time. Note that the unsaturated

subsurface is not a reservoir and does not contain liquid (see Methods text for full description of hydrology model). b) Filled

color contours show global elevation (m) above the topographic minimum, from Corlies et al. (2017)33, interpolated to the

resolution of our simulations. Grey contours show normalized elevation, with solid lines indicating above-average elevation and

dashed lines below-average elevation. Black contour represents constant equipotential (1200 m) used to initialize the methane

reservoir. Thin blue contours show the outlines of the largest observed seas and lakes, for reference.

distributions.71

Using our coupled model, we simulate Titan’s climate system using di↵erent surface72

permeabilities, spanning the range previously estimated for Titan8,21,30, in order to deter-73

mine whether a stable and realistic climate configuration is possible with our self-consistent74

configuration, and what that can tell us about Titan’s methane cycle. Five simulations are75

initialized identically (see Methods), and each run for a total of 250 Titan years (approxi-76

mately 7,375 Earth years) to allow the hydrologic cycle time to equilibrate. The results are77

compared in the following, using averages from the final 20 Titan years of each simulation78

except where noted.79
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Surface and subsurface liquid distributions80

The principal criterion for evaluating our simulations is whether or not any reproduce the81

basic aspects of Titan’s observed distribution of methane lakes and seas8,9. Major seas—82

Titan’s maria, which contain 80% of observed liquid-filled surface area31—fill the northern83

polar basins roughly between 50 and 100�E, and a large lake—Ontario Lacus, which has a84

large catchment area32—exists in the south. While much smaller lakes also exist elsewhere85

at Titan’s north pole, these primary large features dominate and also coincide with some86

of Titan’s large-scale topographic depressions (Fig. 1b). Importantly, many mid-latitude87

depressions, such as those around 45�N, 60�E and 60�S, 20�E, were not observed by Cassini88

to contain surface liquid, though some in the dry southern hemisphere have been interpreted89

as empty paleoseas9,24.90

Of our simulations, the three with the lowest surface permeabilities all reproduce large-91

scale surface liquid distributions that are congruent with observations (Fig. 2a–c). Deep92

reservoirs fill the regions occupied by Titan’s maria as well as the catchment basin of On-93

tario Lacus. In all cases there is also some liquid that occurs in the deepest depression, in the94

southern hemisphere, though it is smaller in scale. In the case with the lowest permeability,95

some liquid also exists at northern high mid-latitudes; in the next lowest, more liquid pools in96

the southern hemisphere than in the northern. Both of these points contradict observations,97

so, of these simulations, the best scenario is that produced by the third option (Fig. 2c). On98

the other hand, the two simulations with higher permeabilities lead to generally unsatisfac-99

tory surface liquid distributions that are in clear disagreement with observations of Titan100

(Fig. 2d–e). The simulation with the highest permeability produces widespread methane101

oceans with wide expanses of liquid-covered surface even at lower latitudes; the other leads102

to liquids primarily at mid-latitudes and no obvious buildup at Titan’s north pole.103

These results are directly tied to the final disposition of the subsurface methane table. In104

all cases, liquids on the surface are exposures connected to the subsurface (Fig. 3). Elsewhere,105

the depth of the table relative to the topography is related to the permeability: At the lowest106

permeability, ine�cient infiltration causes a relatively flat and static table with depths in107
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Figure 2: Surface liquid distributions. Distribution of surface liquids (m) averaged over the final 20 Titan years of each

simulation. The hydraulic conductivity k of the surface (in units of m s�1) is shown for each case, and corresponds to a

permeability of a) 10�8 cm2, b) 10�7 cm2, c) 5⇥10�7 cm2, d) 10�6 cm2, and e) 10�5 cm2.
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Figure 3: Subsurface methane tables. Maps of the average depth to the methane table (m) over the final 20 Titan years

of each simulation. Simulations as in Fig. 2.

excess of 10 m equatorward of about 45�N and 60�S, while at the highest permeability,108

fast subsurface transport quickly alters the table, preventing it from remaining close to the109

surface in regions of relatively high topography but producing excessive standing surface110

liquids in all low-lying areas. In the next-highest case (Fig. 3d), high infiltration rates raise111

the table at mid-latitude low-lying regions, but subsurface transport is insu�ciently fast to112

further localize it; in this case, the subsurface hydraulic head gradients are largest. With113

k = 5 ⇥ 10�5 m s�1, infiltration at low- and mid-latitudes, combined with surface and114

subsurface flow poleward, lead to the realistic scenario described above (Fig. 3c).115

Precipitation, evaporation, and surface temperatures116

A further key test for the realism of our simulations is the accuracy of their resulting hy-117

droclimates relative to observations. As has been done previously for Titan climate models,118

we rely on precipitation metrics to benchmark against extensive cloud observations (Supple-119
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Figure 4: Seasonal precipitation distributions. Zonally averaged precipitation (mm d�1) composited over the final 20

Titan years each simulation. Simulations as in Fig. 2.

mentary Fig. 1), with the inherent assumption that clouds are a prerequisite to precipitation120

(but recognizing that not all clouds necessarily produce rain; TAM does not currently resolve121

non-precipitating clouds). Fig. 4 displays the average seasonal precipitation patterns for our122

climate simulations. The zonal-mean precipitation distributions of all simulations illustrate123

that our coupled atmosphere–surface hydrology model capably captures the essential aspects124

of Titan’s hydrologic cycle: abundant summertime polar rain, with scattered storms at lower125

latitudes.126

But, of the five, the simulation with k = 5 ⇥ 10�5 m s�1—corresponding to a per-127

meability of ⇠5⇥10�7 cm2—best captures Titan’s present climate (Fig. 4c). The rain dis-128

tribution of this simulation is similar to that of the model with imposed surface methane129

distribution15, which satisfactorily reproduced cloud observations from Cassini instruments130

and ground-based telescopes14,20,25, including summertime polar and mid-latitude rain, and131

isolated low-latitude storms around equinox. That this configuration produces satisfactory132
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distributions of both surface liquids and precipitation simultaneously is especially compelling,133

given previous di�culties in reconciling the two26.134

The lower and higher permeability simulations do not reproduce Titan’s observed pre-135

cipitation behavior as satisfactorily. In general, as expected from previous studies demon-136

strating the hydrologic cycle’s dependence on surface liquid distribution26,27,34, more rain137

occurs in simulations with more methane available to the atmosphere; in our simulations,138

atmospheric methane is strongly linked to the permeability of the surface (Supplementary139

Fig. 2a). As such, in the highest permeability case, abundant surface liquids promote rain140

at nearly all latitudes, with particularly excessive southern mid-latitude rain during solstice141

compared to observations (Fig. 4e). Such a regime features a nearly continuous band of142

seasonal rain, analogous to Earth’s intertropical convergence zone, also reported in previous143

Titan models with globally wet surfaces26,28,34,35. Meanwhile, the precipitation distributions144

for the two lowest permeability cases lack any low-latitude precipitation during the equinox145

(Fig. 4a–b), and the remaining case conspicuously lacks Titan’s characteristic southern mid-146

latitude precipitation during the solstice-equinox transition (Fig. 4d).147

As with the total atmospheric methane content, the average surface temperatures in our148

simulations depend on the surface permeability (Supplementary Fig. 2b). This is because149

more liquid methane is available to the atmosphere at higher permeability, which results in150

more evaporative cooling, which in turn leads to a colder climate. (Previous work concluded151

that a lapse-rate feedback is primarily responsible for such a dependence of the surface tem-152

perature on whether the climate is dry or moist27.) In addition, all but the simulation with153

highest permeability produce equator-to-pole surface temperature gradients of 1–3 K, which154

are asymmetric between summer and winter hemispheres, as well as seasonal temperature155

changes at the poles of around 2 K (Fig. 5a–d), in agreement with observations of surface156

brightness temperatures36. In contrast, the simulation with highest permeability and re-157

sulting widespread surface liquids produces equator-to-pole contrasts of roughly 2 K, but158

without asymmetry and with seasonal variations much smaller than 1 K (Fig. 5e).159

Measured north polar surface brightness temperatures have been noted to be highly160

spatially homogeneous, which has been attributed to evaporation from extensive polar reser-161
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Figure 5: Seasonal temperature distributions. Zonally averaged surface temperatures (K) composited over the final 20

Titan years each simulation. Simulations as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 6: Groundmethane evaporation. Maps of the average groundmethane evaporation (mm d�1) over the final 20

Titan years of each simulation. Simulations as in Fig. 2.

voirs of near-surface methane surrounding the more localized lakes and seas13,37. Interest-162

ingly, such near-surface reservoirs self-consistently occur in our simulations, particularly in163

those with intermediate permeabilities (Fig. 3). These contribute to uniform temperatures164

via groundmethane evaporation in regions of the poles with no surface methane (Fig. 6),165

which contributes substantially to replenishing the atmospheric methane. In the simulation166

that produces the best match to observed surface liquids and clouds, this groundmethane167

evaporation is highest at the poles and slightly hemispherically asymmetric, with larger168

contributions from the northern hemisphere (Fig. 6c).169

Evolution of the surface liquid reservoir170

Our simulations demonstrate that Titan’s current hydroclimate represents a balance be-171

tween horizontal transport and vertical surface–atmosphere fluxes of methane. Over long172

timescales, atmospheric convergence of moisture is balanced locally by net precipitation.173
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Previous Titan models noted atmospheric moisture divergence from low latitudes26–28,38,39,174

but only when the low-latitude surface was wet. With polar liquids as a source, Titan’s175

atmosphere converges methane towards low latitudes15. In our coupled model, surface and176

subsurface transport return methane poleward, with high-latitude evaporation (including177

groundmethane evaporation) and lower-latitude infiltration closing the cycle (Supplemen-178

tary Figs. 3–7). With surface permeabilities that are too low, overland flow localizes surface179

liquids into a realistic distribution, but insu�cient methane is available to the atmosphere180

to maintain the observed cloud activity. On the other hand, with surface permeabilities181

that are too high, infiltration and/or subsurface transport outpace the other branches of182

the cycle, and lead to unrealistic surface methane distributions. Therefore, observations of183

Titan seem to indicate a goldilocks parameter space, which in our current model configura-184

tion is attained with k ⇡ 5 ⇥ 10�5 m s�1, corresponding to a global-scale permeability of185

5⇥ 10�7 cm�2. With this value, the model self-consistently establishes a climate with moist186

poles and dry low latitudes that resembles observations.187

Importantly, our simulations reach a quasi-equilibrium of the surface methane budget188

after approximately 100 Titan years (Supplementary Fig. 8). The exception is the high-189

permeability simulation, in which the mass of methane on the surface increases asymptoti-190

cally through the simulation, quickly exceeding the others by about an order of magnitude,191

and is still increasing by year 250. In the other four, there is not a clear relationship be-192

tween total surface methane and permeability, but the one that produces the most satisfying193

match to observations is also the one with the most surface methane, which corresponds194

to roughly an order of magnitude less mass than is held in the atmosphere (Supplementary195

Figs. 2a and 8), in agreement with observational estimates40. In addition, all cases display196

notable variability about the long-term average, suggesting the possibility that observable197

year-to-year variations of lake and sea depth or area might occur on Titan.198

Discussion and conclusions199

Adding surface hydrology to an existing Titan GCM self-consistently produces a latitudi-200

nally dichotomous climate with strong solstitial precipitation over saturated polar regions,201
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dispersed low-latitude storms, high-latitude maria, and equatorial deserts. The atmosphere202

deposits methane into the low latitudes to be infiltrated, while surface and subsurface trans-203

port routes methane into high-latitude basins, which then feed the atmospheric moisture. In204

addition, our model demonstrates the importance of near-surface methane, groundmethane205

evaporation, and surface/subsurface methane transport in Titan’s climate. Our results there-206

fore compellingly suggest that a subsurface methane reservoir substantially more massive207

than the observed seas interacts with the atmosphere and participates in the methane cy-208

cle. This may imply a much longer-lasting source of replenishment for Titan’s photolytically209

destroyed methane than previously thought.210

Our model does not explain all observations of Titan’s methane. In particular, the211

small lakes that dot the northern polar surface roughly between 30–160�W have no corre-212

sponding surface expression in the simulations, though they occur over a relatively shallow213

methane table. Most of these fill sharp-edged depressions, which indicate unique formation214

processes10,41. Regardless, our current model does not incorporate the direct influence of to-215

pography on the atmosphere, which could lead to zonal asymmetries in precipitation (though216

observations do not appear to support this11). Nor does it account for regional variations in217

surface characteristics, which may be important for such small-scale features. Our best-fit218

permeability corresponds to materials that on Earth would be pervious or semi-pervious219

soils, such as well sorted sand, gravel, or peat. While this may be consistent with evidence220

from the Huygens probe—which landed near the equator on what was interpreted to be wet221

clay or sand42—we can only constrain hydraulic properties and cannot claim to constrain222

the actual composition of Titan’s regolith or underlying bedrock. Indeed, we know that223

terrestrial and martian materials are composed of a constellation of rock types, each with224

varying infiltration capacities, permeabilities, and porosities. Radar and spectral observa-225

tions indicate a similar diversity of materials on Titan, including exposed water ice bedrock,226

hydrocarbon and nitrile grains, and aerosol dust43–46. Separately, while observed surface227

temperature gradients are captured satisfactorily, the simulations with intermediate perme-228

abilities produce temperatures that are somewhat too warm relative to observed brightness229

temperatures, indicating slightly insu�cient evaporative cooling.230
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As a result, future work may need to consider a mixture of permeabilities with spa-231

tially varying soil parameters, and which might lead to a locally higher methane table. For232

example, a plausible scenario given our results would be one with relatively higher perme-233

abilities at high latitudes, transitioning to somewhat lower permeabilities at low latitudes.234

This would result in high amounts of runo↵ at low latitudes and infiltration at mid-latitudes,235

preventing ponding there, but also e�cient seepage into high-latitude basins, which would236

increase high- and mid-latitude groundmethane evaporation. In fact, such a distribution237

would be consistent with the potentially karstic, highly permeable composition suggested for238

the polar surface6,10,24,47, as well as the eroded appearance of the low latitudes and unique239

geomorphic character of mid-latitude zones3,19,20,31,48.240

Several additional lines of research should also be further explored with our new coupled241

climate model. For example, we will be able to convincingly test the relative influence of242

changing orbital forcing on the asymmetry of Titan’s surface liquids29,39, as well as on the243

subsurface. And the distribution of runo↵ from such simulations, in comparison to observed244

geomorphology, could shed light on the hydrologic cycle as recorded on the surface through245

time. Separately, the influence of varying liquid composition (for example, incorporating246

ethane) on the hydrologic cycle will need to be evaluated, as will the possible connection of247

a near-surface methane table with putative methane clathrates deeper in Titan’s crust49,50.248

Such complexities, and a lack of data constraining them, complicate our understanding of249

Titan’s climate system, but models such as ours can help elucidate its key global properties250

and processes, particularly in preparation for future in situ exploration of Titan with NASA’s251

Dragonfly mission. Direct knowledge of the composition, porosity, and moisture content of252

Titan’s surface—even at select locations—will dramatically constrain our uncertainties and253

improve understanding of Titan’s global hydrologic cycle.254

In summary, although large uncertainties remain to be resolved, our model’s e�cacy in255

self-consistently reproducing Titan’s observed climate state and providing a constraint on Ti-256

tan’s dominant bedrock permeability highlights its utility as a tool for better understanding257

this complex world. Ongoing work to include the e↵ects of topography on the atmosphere,258

as well as spatially dependent soil parameters in our model may provide greater insight into259
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Titan’s regional hydroclimate and climate evolution, and future missions to Titan will help260

characterize the icy satellite’s unique lithologic conditions and inform climate model devel-261

opments. Lastly, our model’s capabilities may be relevant in application to other planetary262

settings with large-scale topography in a hydrologic system with surface–atmosphere cou-263

pling, such as the paleoclimates of Titan and Mars, and even Earth. Further work to refine264

and adapt the model to variable planetary settings will enable ongoing contributions to the265

emerging field of planetary hydrology.266
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Methods280

TAM The Titan Atmospheric Model (TAM) is a three-dimensional GCM based on the Geo-281

physical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory spectral dynamical core, which has been benchmarked282

against a variety of observations of Titan’s atmosphere and seasonal methane cycle26. The283

model includes a complete physics package to parameterize unresolved processes including284

a fully nongray radiative transfer code, simplified parameterizations of moist convection to285

account for subgrid scale deep convection51 and large-scale condensation when cells exceed286

saturation, a saturation vapor pressure calculation over methane-nitrogen liquid13, surface–287

atmosphere exchange via bulk aerodynamic formulae, and thermal di↵usion through the288

soil.289

Here we assume that liquid methane is distributed into three reservoirs: a surface reser-290

voir, as in the original formulation of TAM26; a runo↵ reservoir; and a subsurface reservoir.291

The surface reservoir represents the lakes and seas of Titan’s hydrosphere, sourced by pre-292

cipitation, runo↵, and seepage from the subsurface. The runo↵ reservoir constitutes surface293

liquid methane that is “in transit” flowing along topographic gradients and unavailable for294

atmospheric evaporation, thus representing the river channels and flow networks on Titan’s295

surface. Lastly, the subsurface methane table reservoir constitutes the liquid methane stored296

underground, representing Titan’s saturated zone. The unsaturated zone, or the region of297

the subsurface between the top of the methane table and the surface topography, is not a298

reservoir and does not contain liquid. In the following, we describe the steps of the surface299

hydrology scheme in the order that they are performed in the model. To ensure tractability300

and robustness, we have designed our model to be self-consistent, meaning that all fluxes301

within the model are fully interactive, and to be principally dependent on the permeability, so302

as to avoid an extensive tuning exercise that would diminish the impact of our results.303

Implicit in our study is the assumption that the physical properties governing flow in304

terrestrial settings apply to the ice-grained world of Titan. We argue, however, that despite305

obvious lithologic di↵erences, Titan’s grain size distribution8,16,30 and overall geomorphologic306

character3 are strikingly reminiscent of terrestrial settings, and therefore justify the assump-307
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tion of correspondingly similar hydrologic mechanisms, including channelized overland flow308

and flow through pore space and fracture apertures.309

Evaporation The first step in the hydrology scheme is to add to each grid cell the net310

accumulation of methane, calculated as the di↵erence between precipitation and evapo-311

ration for a given time step. Evaporative fluxes are calculated using bulk aerodynamic312

formulae except where the surface is dry, in which case evaporation from the subsurface313

reservoir—groundmethane evaporation—occurs. Following terrestrial analogs52–54, we ap-314

proximate groundmethane evaporation to depend exponentially on depth, such that GME =315

E ⇥ exp[A(h � zt)], where zt is the geoid-corrected topography33, h is the methane table316

height relative to a reference equipotential, E is the evaporation of a standard wet surface317

as calculated by bulk aerodynamic formulae, and A is a specified constant (see Table 1 for318

a complete list of values used for all hydrology simulations).319

Terrestrial groundwater evaporation profiles vary widely and are strongly influenced by320

vegetation53,55. The extinction depth—the depth at which groundwater evaporation becomes321

negligible—is typically 1–5 meters in terrestrial settings, tending closer to 1 m for bare soil322

in arid desert regions devoid of vegetation, such as those in the Chilean desert54. Given323

Titan’s aridity and lack of vegetation, we set A=1 m�1 in our hydrology simulations in order324

to attain an e-folding depth of 1 m and approximate those typical terrestrial groundwater325

evaporation profiles in arid and semiarid terrains. Small variations of this parameter do not326

appreciably a↵ect our results.327

Evaporation is additionally impacted by the thermal properties of the soil. We there-328

fore include a vertically resolved soil model with 10 layers of variable thickness. Heat is329

transported throughout the soil column via conduction26, with varying thermal properties330

depending on the presence of liquid. To consider the e↵ect of subsurface methane saturation331

on the soil temperature, we adjust the thermal conductivity ↵ and heat capacity cv in each332

layer at depth z according to whether the methane table has reached that layer’s depth. For333

unsaturated soil at a given depth z, cv(z) = �z(z)⇥ [cv,reg(1� ⌘) + cv,liq⌘], where cv,reg uses334

the value for a rock-ice mixture56 (Table 1). Similarly, ↵(z) = ↵reg ⇥ (1� ⌘) + ↵liq⌘, where335

�z is the layer thickness and ⌘ is the porosity, and ↵reg is chosen based on the results of336
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MacKenzie et al. (2019)57. (Note that adding thermal conductivities linearly is a necessary337

approximation given the di�culty in discerning a true mixing curve for Titan.) Otherwise,338

for unsaturated soil, cv(z) = �z(z)cv,reg(1 � ⌘) and ↵(z) = ↵reg(1 � ⌘), whereas for lakes339

and seas, cv(z) = �z(z)⇥ cv,liq and ↵(z) = ↵liq.340

Infiltration If after evaporation the surface liquid remains above a specified depth hi, in-341

filtration occurs. In the limit of infinite time, the infiltration rate of liquid into soil can342

be approximated as equal to the hydraulic conductivity k, which is proportional to the soil343

permeability  with gravity, fluid density, and fluid viscosity as the proportionality con-344

stants. We therefore approximate the infiltration rate in our model as equal to the hydraulic345

conductivity, and perform simulations over a wide range of soil permeabilities estimated for346

Titan, which translates to hydraulic conductivities between 10�6–10�3 m s�1 8,21,30.347

The threshold hi is set at 2 cm in all simulations to represent the initiation of broad-348

scale runo↵ and infiltration following large storm events58. Infiltration on Earth generally349

occurs at the expense of runo↵ during average storm events, so we execute infiltration before350

runo↵ in our model (additional simulations show that a reversal of the infiltration-runo↵351

computation order, as well as adjustments to the threshold hi, lead to negligible changes in352

the resulting climate). Infiltration in our model occurs anywhere on the globe where the353

subsurface is unsaturated, and infiltrated methane is immediately added to the methane354

table regardless of the depth to the table.355

Runo↵ If after infiltration the surface liquid still remains above hi, we allow horizontal356

overland flow to the cell of steepest descent59,60, with flow rates dependent on surface liquid357

amounts. We choose a steepest-descent method because single flow direction methods in358

an eight-point grid system enable convergent flow over topography in a fashion that closely359

approximates downslope flow, and because single flow direction methods represent channel360

properties in coarse-resolution terrains more suitably than multiple flow direction meth-361

ods61,62. Following terrestrial models and to maintain simplicity, we assume channelized362

flow such that the area coverage of runo↵ is much less than the grid cell itself. Thus, evapo-363

ration and infiltration can be neglected for liquid that is considered to be within streams or364

rivers.365
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Runo↵ is determined based on each grid cell’s potential � in meters, such that � = zt+hs,366

where again zt is the topography, and hs is the surface liquid depth. If the potential � of367

a given source cell is higher than any one of its eight neighbors, liquid is removed from the368

surface reservoir of the source cell and added to the runo↵ reservoir of the cell of steepest369

descent, which is the cell with the steepest potential gradient d�
dl where dl is the centered370

finite di↵erence distance between the two cells. During the same time step, any liquid in the371

source cell’s runo↵ reservoir is moved to the runo↵ reservoir of the cell of steepest descent as372

well. We restrict outflow from exceeding half the potential di↵erence between the two cells,373

and we ignore any meandering and unevenness at the subgrid scale, which might alter runo↵374

timescales. For cells at the model’s highest latitudes, the three poleward neighboring cells375

are considered to be the three cells at the same latitude but directly across the pole from376

the cell in question.377

Following Horvath et al. (2016)30, we calculate the runo↵ flow rate using a form of the378

linear reservoir approximation, which assumes that the amount of surface runo↵ is linearly379

related to the amount of liquid stored in the catchment63–68. As such, the flow Q is given380

by Q = S
ks
, where the storage S is the amount of methane in the surface reservoir in kg m�2

381

and the coe�cient ks is taken as equal to half the concentration time tc 30,63,65, which is382

defined as the amount of time in seconds it takes a parcel of liquid to travel the distance of383

a catchment.384

For large terrestrial catchment basins, tc = 0.000326( L
S0.5
0
)0.79 hrs64, where L is the length385

of the catchment in meters and S0 is the slope. Since basin concentration times decrease386

with increasing slope, flow is therefore dependent on topographic slope and available methane387

storage. We consider each grid cell in our model to be a “basin,” and assume a constant L of388

150 km, the approximate median length of channels observed in the polar regions on Titan3,30
389

and an intermediate length scale for grid cells in our model at T21 resolution (roughly 5�390

horizontal resolution). We take S0 to be the steepest potential gradient d�
dl . To modify this391

terrestrial approximation for Titan, we scale the concentration time by a factor of µ/⇢g,392

where µ is the dynamic viscosity and ⇢ is density of liquid, since velocity is proportional393

to the ratio of gravity to kinematic viscosity and flow time is inversely proportional to394
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velocity30.395

All together, this approximation gives concentration times between 1–20 days, compa-396

rable to basin lag times in terrestrial models65,69–71. Corresponding runo↵ rates therefore397

span several orders of magnitude, ranging from 10�6–10�2 kg m�2 s�1, which are typically398

one or more orders of magnitude greater than evaporation changes when runo↵ occurs. Note399

that given Titan’s poorly constrained surface materials, basin geometry, and methane flow400

characteristics, calculating discharge using standard terrestrial methods is not straightfor-401

ward3. Thus, the crucial element to capture when parameterizing runo↵ speed is that runo↵402

is fast compared to evaporation when there are substantial liquid amounts, which our linear403

reservoir approximation achieves.404

After surface liquid removal and overland flow are calculated for each grid cell, the flow405

back to the surface reservoir is determined. The liquid in a given cell’s runo↵ reservoir returns406

to that cell’s surface reservoir under the following two conditions: 1) if the methane table at407

a given grid cell is below the surface but the grid cell lies at a local depression in potential �;408

and 2) if the methane table at a given grid cell has reached the surface. The second condition409

is meant to simulate flow to a potentially large sea that immediately becomes available for410

evaporation at the shoreline. Buildup of methane at any one grid cell is prevented by the411

fact that runo↵ is calculated based on the potential of both the topography and the surface412

liquid height.413

Subsurface transport We refer to the subsurface reservoir as always below ground. How-414

ever, where the soil is saturated to the surface, the e↵ective height of the methane table415

then reaches above ground and includes contributions from both the saturated subsurface416

reservoir and the surface reservoir (see Fig. 1a). The height of the methane table is measured417

relative to the topographic global minimum equipotential. (For simplicity we assume an im-418

permeable basement that is also an equipotential, but this has no e↵ect on subsurface flow.)419

Di↵erences in the methane table height are then used to calculate horizontal adjustments420

to the methane table via a finite-di↵erence approximation of the equation for subsurface421

flow, forms of which have been used in previous Titan studies30 and are commonly used in422

terrestrial GCMs with land models72,73 to calculate liquid flow in porous media.423
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From Darcy’s law, the volume of liquid removed from a source cell is proportional to424

the head gradient between the source cell and the destination cell. For each of the four flow425

directions, we have426

⌘
dh

dt
=

kbLc

Ac

dh

dl
(1)

where h is the methane table height of the source cell, b is the aquifer thickness (equal to the427

methane table height of the source cell in our approximation), Lc is the horizontal length of428

contact between cells, and Ac is the source cell area. For simplicity, hydraulic conductivity429

in our model is held globally constant, and is isotropic and independent of depth. Therefore,430

since vertical and horizontal hydraulic conductivities are the same, simulations with low431

permeability (and thus low hydraulic conductivity) also have correspondingly low infiltration432

rates.433

Flow is calculated in the north–south and east–west directions, thus encompassing a434

di↵usive multiple flow direction method in contrast to the single flow direction method435

employed for surface flow. Similarly to the overland surface flow scheme, however, we restrict436

flow in our subsurface flow scheme to not exceed half the table height di↵erence between437

the source and destination cells, in order to prevent numerical instabilities. Given a cell438

of high potential, in each of the four directions we calculate the volume of liquid removed,439

following Darcy’s law and the aforementioned restriction to prevent numerical instabilities,440

and then ensure that the sum of those four volumes is available to be removed. The result441

is a subsurface transport scheme that conserves methane and produces smooth flattening of442

methane table profiles, even given permeability parameters that are far outside the expected443

range for Titan. Our model is therefore functional for generalized planetary hydrology studies444

in the future.445

Topography Throughout the above processes, topography is used only as an input into446

hydrology calculations, and is not coupled to the atmosphere via orographic e↵ects, which447

could introduce zonal asymmetries on the distribution of precipitation that we therefore448

neglect. The topography map used in our study is the most recently updated product449
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from Cassini RADAR data33. Altimetry, SARtopo, and stereophotogrammetry datasets are450

limited to only 9% of Titan’s surface area, so an interpolation is required to generate a full451

global topographic map. We use the un-smoothed geoid-corrected interpolation of Titan’s452

topography, with the geoid derived from parameters reported by Iess et al. (2012)74, and453

further interpolate to T21 resolution for use in our simulations (Fig. 1b). Thus, basins454

in our topography do not exactly coincide with the observed basins. Nevertheless, given455

our interest in large-scale climate dynamics, the approximate correlation is suitable for our456

purposes.457

Experimental setup We run all simulations at T21 resolution (64 longitude points by458

32 latitude points) with 32 atmospheric vertical layers and a time step �t of 600 seconds,459

starting from an atmosphere at rest relative to the solid body. For each simulation, we begin460

with liquid methane up to an equipotential surface of 1200 meters relative to the topographic461

minimum. This level was found by trial and error to provide su�cient methane for a robust462

hydrologic cycle without always leading to global-scale surface liquids. In other words, with463

an initial methane table at a substantially lower equipotential surface, the hydrologic cycle464

uniformly shuts down—even with permeabilities at the higher end of the estimated range—465

and is characterized by insu�cient precipitation and warm surface temperatures; with a466

substantially greater initial methane table, all simulations within the estimated permeability467

range produce global methane oceans. Thus, the chosen initial methane table amount enables468

a proper investigation of the influence of permeability on Titan’s hydrologic cycle. We set469

the surface to be initially dry, such that the subsurface is completely saturated wherever the470

topography is below 1200 meters, but no lakes or seas exist anywhere.471

Five simulations with permeabilities spanning three orders of magnitude in the range472

estimated for Titan are run for 250 Titan years. This run length is chosen to allow the473

hydrologic cycle time to equilibrate: As an order of magnitude estimate, the radius of Titan474

divided by a conductivity of k = 10�5 m s�1 yields a timescale of ⇠275 Titan years, with475

larger k implying faster equilibration times. We also tested simulations spanning a larger476

range of permeabilities, but expectedly these behave similarly to our end members so were477

not run for the 250 years. That is, a simulation with k = 10�8 m s�1 produces an inactive478
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methane table, while one with k = 10�2 m s�1 immediately results in near-global methane479

oceans.480
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Parameter Description Value

A Groundmethane evaporation scaling parameter 1.0 m�1

⌘ Porosity 0.5

cv,reg Volumetric heat capacity of regolith 2.1 x 106 J m�3 K�1

cv,liq Volumetric heat capacity of liquid 1.8 x 106 J m�3 K�1

↵reg Thermal conductivity of regolith 0.5 W m�1 K�1

↵liq Thermal conductivity of liquid 0.3 W m�1 K�1

hi Infiltration/runo↵ threshold 2 x 10�2 m

L Basin catchment length 1.5 x 105 m

⇢ Density of liquid 450 kg m�3

Table 1: Complete hydrology parameter list. See Methods text for full description of surface hydrology scheme.
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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1: Observed clouds. Latitudes of observations of Titan’s seasonally-evolving tropospheric clouds
as a function of the fraction of Titan’s year for comparison to Fig. 5. Diamonds show ground-based observations1–3; gray and
black circles show Cassini VIMS and ISS observations, respectively4. Times of the year where no observations are available are
shaded light gray. Note that high latitude late winter and early spring clouds are small-scale clouds5 that may not precipitate,
and therefore cannot be directly compared to the model.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Methane reservoirs. a) Total mass of atmospheric methane vapor as a function of the simu-
lations’ hydraulic conductivity k. b) Globally and seasonally averaged surface temperatures as a function of the simulations’
hydraulic conductivity k.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Precipitation. Maps of the average precipitation (mm d�1) over the final 20 Titan years of
each simulation. The hydraulic conductivity k of the surface (in units of m s�1) is shown for each case, and corresponds to a
permeability of a) 10�8 cm2, b) 10�7 cm2, c) 5⇥10�7 cm2, d) 10�6 cm2, and e) 10�5 cm2.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Total evaporation. Maps of the average total evaporation (that is, including groundmethane
evaporation as well as evaporation from the surface; mm d�1) over the final 20 Titan years of each simulation. Simulations as
in Supplementary Fig. 3.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Infiltration. Maps of the average infiltration (mm d�1) over the final 20 Titan years of each
simulation. Simulations as in Supplementary Fig. 3.
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Supplementary Figure 6: Runo↵ discharge. Maps of the average runo↵ discharge into the surface reservoir (mm d�1)
over the final 20 Titan years of each simulation. Simulations as in Supplementary Fig. 3.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Seepage. Maps of the average seepage from the methane table (mm d�1) over the final 20 Titan
years of each simulation. Simulations as in Supplementary Fig. 3.
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Supplementary Figure 8: Evolution of surface methane. Total mass of surface methane in the simulations with
k  10�4 m s�1 (curve labels show k) over the course of each simulation. The simulation with k = 10�3 m s�1 is not shown.
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